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BUBBLEGUM 
No. of Scouts: 4 - 8 
Equipment: Chair with a back 
Scout one walks onstage, pretending to chew gum. He sits down on the chair, takes the 
gum out of his mouth, looks around then sticks it on the back of the chair before walking 
off. 
Scout two comes onstage jogging. He stands at the back of the chair, sighs and wipes his 
forehead with the back of his hand. Then he puts both hands on the back of the chair to 
take a rest. He looks at the palm of one hand and sighs again, looking disgusted. He peels 
the gum from his hand and puts it on the chair seat. Then he jogs off. 
Scout three comes onstage walking slowly and with difficulty. He slumps down on the chair 
and shuts his eyes for a few seconds. He then tries to get up but can't because the chair is 
stuck to him. He reaches down under his backside and pulls out the gum. He looks at it and 
sighs, also looking disgusted. He peels the gum from his hand and shakes it onto the 
ground. Then he gets up and walks slowly off. 
Scout four comes onstage on all fours, woofing. He sniffs the gum then cocks a back leg 
over it then walks off. 
Scout five walks across the stage, stands on the gum and stops. He peels the gum from the 
sole of his shoe and sighs, looking disgusted. He scraps the gum onto the back of the chair. 
Then he walks off. 
Scout one returns and goes to the back of the chair. He sees his gum and points his finger in 
the air and his eyes light up to show that he has found his gum. He peels it off the back of 
the chair, puts it in his mouth and walks off smiling.


